REVISED VERSION OF THE PROVISIONAL AGENDA

for: 2725th meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (Justice and Home Affairs)
date: Luxembourg, Thursday 27 (10 h.00) and Friday 28 April 2006 (10 h.00)

1. Adoption of the provisional agenda

2. Approval of the list of "A" items
   8629/06 PTS A 21

3. Trafficking Human Beings
   a) Presentation by Europol
   b) Implementation of the action plan – state of play (Presentation by the Presidency and the Commission)
   c) Recommendations of the AGIS 2005 Project "Comprehensive training for Law enforcement Authorities Responsible for Combating Trafficking in Children/Minors 7945/06 CRIMORG 59 ENFOPOL 54
   d) Draft Council Conclusions on preventing and combating trafficking in human beings on the basis of the EU Action Plan and including trafficking in connection with major international events 8647/06 CRIMORG 76 ENFOPOL 75 + COR 1 (en) + COR 2
4. External relations: Information points of the Presidency and Commission
   
a) Implementation JHA External Relations Strategy
   - Action Oriented Papers
     8487/06 JAI 184 RELEX 237
   - Ministerial Conference 4-5 May 2006
     8488/06 JAI 185 RELEX 238
b) Follow-up to Hampton Court: Implementation of priority actions in the area of migration
c) Outcome of the EU - Russia PPC meeting
   7725/1/06 REV 1 JAI 122 RELEX 172 NIS 26 CATS 48
   ASIM 20 JUSTCIV 80

5. Initiative by the French Republic with a view to amending the Council Decision amending Annex 12 of the Common Consular Instructions and Annex 14a of the Common Manual on the fees to be charged corresponding to the administrative costs of processing the visa applications (LA) (*)
   8478/06 VISA 109 FRONT 80 COMIX 383
   + COR 1 (de)

6. List of safe countries of origin

7. UN-High Level Dialogue on International Migration and Development
   (14-15 September 2006 in New York)

8. Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and the Council on the law applicable to non-contractual obligations ("ROME II") (LA)(* )
   - Political agreement (public deliberation)
     8416/06 JUSTCIV 103 CODEC 349
     7645/06 JUR 119 JUSTCIV 77 CODEC 272
     7015/04 JUR 109 JUSTCIV 37

9. Questions relating to judicial cooperation in civil matters examined in other Community draft instruments
   8254/06 JUSTCIV 96 COMPET 80 SOC 166 MI 83 ETS 11 CONSOM 22
   + COR 1
10. Opening of the N-Lex (Interface for national law) and presentation of Eur-Lex (public debate)
   8293/06 JAI 171 JURINFO 5 JUSTCIV 97
   7672/06 JAI 165 JURINFO 4 JUSTCIV 95

11. Proposal for a Council Framework Decision on the European Evidence Warrant (EEW) for
    obtaining objects, documents and data for use in proceedings in criminal matters (LA)
    8086/2/06 REV 2 COPEN 34
    + REV 2 ADD 1

12. Proposal for a Framework Decision on the fight against organised crime (LA)(*)
    8496/1/06 REV 1 CRIMORG 72
    + COR 1

13. Proposal for a Council Framework decision on certain procedural rights in criminal
    proceedings throughout the European Union (LA)
    8466/06 DROIPEN 28 JAI 181

14. Draft Framework Decision on the application of the principle of mutual recognition to
    judgements in criminal matters imposing custodial sentences or measures involving
    deprivation of liberty for the purpose of their enforcement in the European Union (LA)
    8426/06 COPEN 42

15. Authorisation for signing of the draft Agreement between the European Union and Republic
    of Iceland and the Kingdom of Norway on the surrender procedure between the Member
    States of the EU and Iceland and Norway
    8649/06 CATS 75 COPEN 45
    5653/3/06 REV 3 CATS 14 COPEN 4

16. A.O.B.
    - High level dialogue on the fight against terrorism - Information by the Presidency

(LA) = legislative act
(*) = Item on which a vote may be requested
In the margins of the Council

- Meeting of the Mixed Committee at Ministerial Level - (27 April at 10.00)

1. Adoption of the provisional agenda

2. Initiative by the French Republic with a view to amending the Council Decision amending Annex 12 of the Common Consular Instructions and Annex 14a of the Common Manual on the fees to be charged corresponding to the administrative costs of processing the visa applications
   8478/06 VISA 109 FRONT 80 COMIX 383
   + COR 1 (de)

3. Common application centres for visa
   - Presentation by the Commission

4. SIS II
   a) State of play
      8537/06 SIRIS 81 SCHENGEN 34 COMIX 390 CODEC 367
      8251/06 SIRIS 75 CATS 70 COMIX 354
      6182/2/06 REV 2 SIRIS 31 COMIX 130
      8610/06 SIRIS 83 SCHENGEN 36 COMIX 396 CODEC 377
   b) Results of the Ad-hoc high level group
      8484/1/06 REV 1 SIRIS 79 COMIX 384

5. Proposal for a Council Decision on the improvement of police cooperation between the Member States of the European Union, especially at the internal borders and amending the Convention implementing the Schengen Agreement: political debate
   8459/06 ENFOPOL 72 ENFOCUSTOM 41 CRIMORG 70 COMIX 381

6. Proposal for a Council Framework Decision on the protection of personal data processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matters (certain questions)
   8175/2/06 REV 2 CRIMORG 65 DROIPEN 26 ENFOPOL 59
   DATAPROTECT 9 COMIX 346

7. A.O.B